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Abstract: For a singular Riemannian foliation F on a Riemannian manifold, a
curve is called horizontal if it meets the leaves of F perpendicularly. For a singular
Riemannian foliation F on a unit sphere Sn, we show that if F is a polar foliation or if F
is given by the orbits of an infinitesimally polar action, then the horizontal diameter of
S
n is π, i.e., any two points in S

n can be connected by a horizontal curve of length ≤ π.

1 Introduction

A singular Riemannian foliation F on a Riemannian manifold M is a decomposition
of M into smooth injectively immersed submanfolds L(x), called leaves, such that it is
a singular foliation and any geodesic starting orthogonally to a leaf remains orthogonal
to all leaves it intersects. A leaf L of F (and each point in L) is called regular if the
dimension of L is maximal, otherwise L is called singular ; see [12, 17, 21].

A singular Riemannian foliation is called a polar foliation if, for each regular point
p, there is a totally geodesic complete immersed submanifold Σp, called section, that
passes through p and that meets each leaf orthogonally. A typical example of a polar
foliation is the partition of a Riemannian manifold into parallel submanifolds to an
isoparametric submanifold L in a Euclidean space. Recall that a submanifold L of a
Euclidean space is called isoparametric if its normal bundle is flat and the principal
curvatures along any parallel normal vector field are constant; see [1–3, 11, 24–26].

For a singular Riemannian foliation F on a Riemannian manifold M , a curve is
called horizontal if it meets the leaves of F perpendicularly. When M has positive
curvature, Wilking [27] proved that any two points in M can be connected by a piece-
wise smooth horizontal curve. Thus Wilking introduced the horizontal metric gH on
M by defining the horizontal distance of two points as the infimum over the length
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of all horizontal curves connecting these two points. Besides the intrinsic interest in
such object, one reason to study gH is its connection with sub-Riemannian geometry;
see [18, 22]. It is natural to define the horizontal diameter diamHM of M by

diamHM = sup{dH(p, q) | p, q ∈ M},

where dH(p, q) is the horizontal distance of p and q. Notice that diamHM ≥ diam(M),
where diam(M) is the diameter of M defined by its Riemannian metric.

Recently a lot of progress has been made in the singular Riemannian foliations of
round spheres( [6–10, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20]). In [22] we studied the horizontal diameter
rigidity of unit sphere S

n. We proved that for many classes of singular Riemannian
foliations on S

n, the horizontal diameter of Sn is π, i.e., any two points in S
n can be

connected by a horizontal curve of length ≤ π. Based on our results, we also proposed
the following rigidity conjecture:

Rigidity Conjecture. For any singular Riemannian foliation on a unit sphere S
n,

we have diamHS
n = π.

We call this conjecture “rigidity” since it asserts that the inequality diamHS
n ≥

diam(Sn) = π should be an equality. In this paper we prove this conjecture for the
case of polar foliation:

Theorem 1.1. For any polar foliation on a unit sphere S
n, we have diamHS

n = π.

Notice that Theorem 1.1 is not new. In fact, by [25] polar foliations of unit sphere
S
n with codimension ≥ 2 give rise to spherical buildings, so the horizontal diameter of

S
n must be π. On the other hand, the case of codimension 1 had been proved by [5].

However, in this paper we will give a short and uniform proof.
Recall that a Riemannian orbifold is a metric space locally isometric to quotients

of Riemannian manifolds by finite groups of isometries. It has been shown by Lytchak
and Thorbergsson [14] that for an isometric action of a compact Lie group G on a
Riemannian manifold M , the quotient X = M/G is a Riemannian orbifold if and only
if all slice representations of the action are polar. In [14] an isometric action of G on
M with this property has been called infinitesimally polar.

In [8] Gorodski and Lytchak classified all representations of compact connected Lie
groups G on Euclidean spaces whose induced action on the unit sphere Sn has the orbit
space X = S

n/G isometric to a Riemannian orbifold. Here we cite a slightly simplified
version of their classification as follow:

Theorem 1.2. (Gorodski and Lytchak [8]) Let a compact connected Lie group G act
effectively and isometrically on the unit sphere S

n. The quotient X = S
n/G is a

Riemannian orbifold if and only if one of the following cases occurs:
(1) The action of G is polar.
(2) G has rank 1 and acts almost freely on S

n.
(3) G has cohomogeneity 2.
(4) G is one of the actions listed in Table 1 of [8]. In particularly, diamX = π

2
, X has

constant curvature 4 and the dimension dimX of X satisfies 3 ≤ dimX ≤ 5.
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Thus for G in Theorem 1.2, if G has rank at least 2 and the action of G is not polar,
then 2 ≤ dimX ≤ 5. As been pointed out in [8], this result is rather surprising if one
compares it with the examples of Riemannian orbifolds arising as quotients of non-
homogeneous singular Riemannian foliations on unit spheres. By using representations
of Clifford algebras Radeschi [20] showed that there are singular Riemannian foliations
(the so-called Clifford foliations) on unit spheres Sn, for n large enough, such that the
quotient space is a Riemannian orbifold and isometric to a hemisphere of curvature 4,
which can be of arbitrary large dimension!

In [22] we proved the above rigidity conjecture of horizontal diameter for the class
of Clifford foliations constructed by Radeschi [20]. As an application of Theorem 1.1,
the following result of this paper continues this investigation:

Theorem 1.3. Let a compact connected Lie group G act effectively and isometrically
on the unit sphere S

n and F be the singular Riemannian foliation given by the orbits
of the G action. If the quotient X = S

n/G is a Riemannian orbifold (or equivalently
the action of G is infinitesimally polar), then diamHS

n = π.

To prove Theorem 1.3, we will use Straume’s results [23] on representations of
compact Lie groups of cohomogeneity ≤ 3. We show that these results can be stated
in the following form, which is applicable in the proof of Theorem 1.3:

Theorem 1.4. Let a compact connected Lie group G act effectively and isometrically
on the unit sphere Sn. If G has cohomogeneity ≤ 2, then the action of G is either polar
or reducible.

In Section 2 we recall basics about polar foliations on R
n+1 and S

n, then we prove
Theorem 1.1. In Section 3 we prove the Lemma 3.1 concerned with reducible actions
on unit sphere, then we use it to prove Theorem 1.4 and 1.3.
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2 Polar foliations on R
n+1 and S

n

Let F be a polar foliation of a Euclidean space R
n+1 or of a unit sphere S

n. It was
observed by Alexandrino in [1] that F is an isoparametric foliation in these spaces.
Conversely, it is clear from Terng’s paper [24] that isoparametric foliations are polar
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(see [24] for the definition of isoparametric foliation). Below we state certain properties
of isoparametric foliations which are proved in [24], see also [11, 25, 26].

Suppose F is an isoparametric foliation of Rn+1 or of Sn. Then F have closed leaves
and there are no exceptional leaves, i.e., that all regular leaves have trivial holonomy.
A regular leaf M of F is an isoparametric submanifold in R

n+1 or in S
n. This means

M has flat normal bundle VM and the principal curvatures in the direction of any
parallel normal vector field are constant. The leaves are in one-to-one correspondence
with the images of the endpoint maps of the parallel normal vector fields over M , so
all the leaves are parallel manifolds of M .

Let F be an isoparametric foliation of Sn. Then the foliation of Rn+1 whose leaves
are homothetic to leaves of F is also isoparametric. Conversely, assume that F is an
isoparametric foliation of Rn+1 with compact leaves. Then there is a focal submanifold
that coincides with a point. We can assume that this point is the origin o. Then the
leaves meeting S

n lie in S
n and induce an isoparametric foliation there. In this paper,

we only consider isoparametric foliations of Rn+1 with compact leaves.
Let F be a polar or isoparametric foliation of Rn+1 whose leaves are compact with

codimension ≥ 2. A regular leaf M of F is a compact isoparametric submanifold
in R

n+1. Since a compact isoparametric submanifold is included in a round sphere,
without loss of generality we can assume that it lies in the unit sphere Sn of Rn+1 with
center at the origin o. We will consider the normal spaces of M to be affine subspaces
of Rn+1 that we denote by x+ VxM for x ∈ M . Every x+ VxM is a linear subspace of
R

n+1 since M ⊂ S
n. Notice that x+ VxM is the section passing x when we view F as

a polar foliation of Rn+1.
The tangent bundle TM has a canonical splitting as the orthogonal direct sum of g

subbundles Ei, each of which is integrable, say of fiber dimensionmi, and has associated
to it a canonical parallel normal field vi (the ith curvature normal vector). These
are related and characterized by the following fact: the set {Av} of shape operators,
v ∈ VxM , is a commuting family of self-adjoint operators on TxM and the Ei(x) are the
common eigenspaces with corresponding eigenvalues 〈v, vi(x)〉. These Ei’s are called
the curvature distributions of M and the mi’s are called the multiplicities of M. The
leaf Si(x) of the integrable subbundle Ei through x ∈ M is a standard mi dimensional
sphere in R

n+1 and the center of Si(x) is x+ (vi(x)/〈vi, vi〉).
Now fix a point x ∈ M . Then the focal set of M , i.e., the set of critical values

of the exponential map of Rn+1 restricted to VM , intersected with the normal space
x + VxM , is the union over the g linear hyperplanes li(x) := vi(x)

⊥ in x + VxM . In
fact (x + v0) ∈ li(x) if and only if 〈v0, vi(x)〉 = 1. It turns out that the reflection Rx

i

of x + VxM in li(x) permutes the hyperplanes l1(x), . . . , lg(x). Thus the group W x

generated by the reflections Rx
1 , . . . , R

x
g is a finite Coxeter group. Since the holonomy

of the normal bundle VM is trivial, for each x, y in M we have a canonical parallel
translation map πx,y : VxM → VyM . Because πx,y : VxM → VyM conjugates W x to
W y, we have a well-defined Coxeter group W associated to M . We call W the Coxeter
group of the isoparametric submanifold M .

Let U be a connected component of the complement of the union of the hyperplanes
li(x) in x + VxM . Then its closure U is a simplicial cone, and a fundamental domain
or chamber for the Coxeter group W , i.e., each W -orbit meets U in exactly one point.
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U is also the leaf space of F , i.e., U = R
n+1/F = (x + VxM)/W . Let q ∈ x + VxM .

Then q is W -regular if and only if q is nonfocal, i.e., q is not in any li(x).
Next we consider a polar or isoparametric foliation F of a unit sphere S

n. Since F
is an isoparametric foliation of Sn, the foliation F of Rn+1 whose leaves are homothetic
to leaves of F is also isoparametric. Thus F = F|Sn is the restriction of F in S

n.
Let x ∈ S

n be a regular point of F and set M := L(x). The sections passing x in F
and F are R

k+1
x := (x + VxM) and S

k
x := R

k+1
x ∩ S

n respectively, where k ≥ 1 is the
codimension of M in S

n. As the tangent bundle of an isoparametric submanifold M of
both S

n and R
n+1, TM has the same canonical splitting TM = E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Eg as the

orthogonal direct sum of g curvature distributions Ei in both cases.
Set li(x) = li(x)∩S

k
x for 1 ≤ i ≤ g. As the focal set of M in F intersects the section

R
k+1
x in the union of l1(x), · · · , lg(x), the focal set of M in F intersects the section S

k
x in

the union of l1(x), · · · , lg(x). If y is not the origin o, and y ∈ li(x) is a focal point of M
in F corresponding to the curvature distributions Ei, then y ∈ li(x) is a focal point of
M in F corresponding to the curvature distributions Ei, where y−o = (y−o)/ ‖ y−o ‖.

As those reflections of Rk+1
x in l1(x), · · · , lg(x) generate a finite Coxeter group W

in F , these reflections of Sk
x in l1(x), · · · , lg(x) generate the same Coxeter group W in

F . As U = R
n+1/F = R

k+1
x /W is both the leaf space of F and a chamber on R

k+1
x

for the Coxeter group W , U ∩ S
n = S

n/F = S
k
x/W is both the leaf space of F and a

chamber on S
k
x for the Coxeter group W .

By theories of F and F above we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let F be a polar foliation of Sn. For any p, q ∈ S
n, we will

show that dH(p, q) ≤ π. Since the union of all regular leaves are open and dense in S
n,

we can assume that both L(p) and L(q) are regular leaves. We set M := L(q). Let Σ
denote the section of F through p and let q0 denote the point in M ∩ Σ farthest away
from p. Choose a (unit speed) minimal horizontal geodesic γ(θ) from q0 := γ(0) to
p := γ(θ0), and assume that γ′(0) = ξ. Extend ξ to a parallel unit normal vector field
ξ of M .

Since F is an isoparametric foliation of Sn, the foliation F of Rn+1 whose leaves
are homothetic to leaves of F is also isoparametric. Thus M is an isoparametric
submanifold of both S

n and R
n+1, and TM has the same canonical splitting TM =

E1⊕· · ·⊕Eg as the orthogonal direct sum of g curvature distributions Ei in both cases.
For x ∈ M and 1 ≤ i ≤ g, the leaf Si(x) of Ei through x is a mi-dimensional standard
sphere.

We can assume that there are precisely g focal points γ(θ1), · · · , γ(θg) of M along
γ after moving p slightly in Σ if necessary, where γ(θi) ∈ li(q0) ∩ Σ and θg < θg−1 <
· · · < θ1. Clearly, θ1 < θ0 ≤ π. By Theorem 5.2 in [11] and theories of F and F , it
is not hard to prove that (Z, f) is an Z2-orientiable Bott-Samelson cycle at q0, where
Z = {(y1, · · · , yg) | y1 ∈ S1(q0), y2 ∈ S2(y1), · · · , yg ∈ Sg(yg−1)} is an iterated sphere
bundle of dimension m := dimM , and f : Z → M is defined by f(y1, · · · , yg) = yg.
Since both M and Z are compact manifolds of dimension m, by Theorem 4.20 in [11]
(Z, f) represents the nontrivial homology class in Hm(M,Z2). It is well known that
such a map f must be surjective, since M is compact. For x ∈ M and 1 ≤ i ≤ g − 1,
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we set Si+1 ◦ Si ◦ · · · ◦ S1(x) := {xi+1|xi+1 ∈ Si+1(xi), xi ∈ Si ◦ · · · ◦ S1(x)}. Thus

M = Sg ◦ Sg−1 ◦ · · · ◦ S1(q0). (1)

We consider the parallel leaf fθ : M → L(γ(θ)) in S
n defined by

fθ(x) = cos θ x+ sin θ ξ(x).

Then for any x ∈ M and 1 ≤ i ≤ g, fθi(x) is a focal point of M since we have

fθi(Si(x)) = fθi(x). (2)

Consider now the family B of broken horizontal geodesics in S
n from p = γ(θ0) to

M = L(γ(0)), whose projection (to the leaf space S
n/F) is the same as γ, that are

allowed to change directions at the singular leaves. For 0 ≤ θ ≤ θ0, define B(θ) :=
{c(θ) | c ∈ B}, which is a subset of L(γ(θ)). Notice that we will consider B(θ) in the
direction from θ = θ0 to θ = 0. Then

B(θ) = fθ(q0) = γ(θ) for θ ∈ (θ1, θ0].

By (2) we get that fθ1(q0) = fθ1(S1(q0)), thus

B(θ) = fθ(S1(q0)) for θ ∈ (θ2, θ1].

Hence, after g steps, we get that

B(θ) = fθ(Sg ◦ Sg−1 ◦ · · · ◦ S1(q0)) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θg. (3)

By (1), (3) we have

B(θ) = fθ(M) = L(γ(θ)) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θg.

It follows that B(0) = L(q0) = L(q), which means that p and q can be joined by a
broken horizontal geodesic of length θ0. Thus diamHS

n = π since dH(p, q) ≤ θ0 ≤ π.
�

3 Reducible actions on S
n and applications

For a singular Riemannian foliation F with closed leaves on a unit sphere S
n, let

f : S
n → X = S

n/F be the project map. The quotient space X has an induced
metric: for any x, y ∈ X , we define d(x, y) = d(f−1(x), f−1(y)). Let diamX denote
the diameter of X defined by this induced metric. By using theories in [4] we can get
the following Lemma, which has been pointed out by Chen and Grove [4] (page 786)
for the case of group actions:

Lemma 3.1. Let F be a singular Riemannian foliation with closed leaves on a unit
sphere Sn and f : Sn → X = S

n/F be the project map, then diamX ≥ π
2
(or equivalently

diamX = π
2
or π) if and only if there is an integer 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and a unit sphere

S
k ⊂ S

n saturated by the leaves of F , i.e., with S
k = f−1(f(Sk)). In particularly, if F is

given by the orbits of an isometric action of a compact Lie group G, then diamX ≥ π
2

if and only if the action of G is reducible.
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Proof. In Theorem 2.2 in [22] we proved that if diamX ≥ π
2
, then diamX = π

2
or π.

Now we prove the ‘only if’ part. Suppose x, y ∈ X such that d(x, y) = diamX = π,
then by Proposition 4 in [4] f−1(x) = p and f−1(y) = q are point leaves in S

n. Since
d(p, q) = d(x, y) = π, q is the antipodal point of p. Thus S

0 = {p, q} is a unit sphere
saturated by leaves. If diamX = π

2
, then by Theorem 2.4 in [22] there is a unit sphere

S
k saturated by leaves, where 0 < k ≤ n− 1.
Next we prove the ‘if’ part. For S

k ⊂ S
n, there is a subsphere S

n−k−1 ⊂ S
n such

that Sn is the spherical join of Sk and S
n−k−1, so we have d(Sk, Sn−k−1) ≡ π

2
, that is,

d(p, q) = π
2
for any p ∈ S

k and q ∈ S
n−k−1. For any p ∈ S

k, L(p) ⊂ S
k since S

k is
saturated by leaves. Now for any q ∈ S

n−k−1, d(f(p), f(q)) = d(L(p), q) = π
2
. Thus

diamX ≥ d(f(p), f(q)) = π
2
.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. If G has cohomogeneity 1, then the action of G is polar. Next
assume that G has cohomogeneity 2 and let dimG denote the dimension of G. If
dimG = 1, then the action of G is reducible since G is a commutative group. Now
assume dimG > 1 and the action of G is not polar. By Theorem 5.1 in [23] there
is a 1-dimensional linear group K such that S

n/G = S
3/K. Now by Lemma 3.1

diam(Sn/G) = diam(S3/K) ≥ π
2
since the action of K is reducible. Using Lemma 3.1

again we get that the action of G is reducible. �

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Our proof is an application of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.4 and
Lemma 3.1 any action belonged to case (1), (3) and (4) in Theorem 1.2 is either polar
or reducible. Meanwhile, any action belonged to case (2) in Theorem 1.2 gives rise to
a Riemannian foliation. For a singular Riemannian foliation F with closed leaves on
S
n, we showed in [22] that if F is a Riemannian foliation or if F is given by the orbits

of a reducible action, then diamHS
n = π. Thus combining Theorem 1.1 with above

arguments, we get the proof of Theorem 1.3. �
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